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Pocket removed, One Library stamp, No other damage, DJ is price clipped, slight edgeware at
top edge only. Wonderful paintings of nature and carefully handwritten thoughts, poetry, etc. It
remained unread on shelf in England for 70 years prior to being discovered and published in
1977.

"Verdict: Homesteading advice, some recipes, and a good dose of humility make this a most
enjoyable read for anyone who is interested in living a life that’s more in tune with natural
rhythms."—Library Journal“Few writers can put into words the epiphanies that break upon a
mind and spirit communing with a piece of earth. Home, barn, and garden converge in the
quietness of agrarian labor to provide transcendent thoughts about living, loving, and learning.
Jenna is a master.”—Joel Salatin, farmer, Polyface Farm, and author “In this graceful and
touching book, Jenna Woginrich reminds us of humanity’s deep connection to season and cycle.
This is a book full of humility, inspiration, and the richness of experience inherent to living in
harmony with natural forces far beyond our control.”—Ben Hewitt, author of The Town That Food
Saved“Jenna Woginrich’s life and writing are both marked with a ferocity and passion that are
inspiring, disturbing, and mesmerizing all at the same time. This is a powerful memoir of a brave
and determined young woman's love affair with a gritty six-acre farm that is every inch her own
and her struggles to keep it going.”—Jon Katz, author of The Second-Chance Dog: A Love
Story“In Cold Antler Farm, Jenna Woginrich lovingly grabs you by the hand and takes you along
for the ride of her life. As the caretaker of a menagerie of lively animals and an antique home
riddled with personality, she is the sage observer of seasonal rhythms and the compassionate
soul studying, questioning, and learning from it all. This book will ultimately leave you torn: you'll
be just as anxious to turn the page and learn what comes next while simultaneously wanting to
close the book, put it down, and walk away, so as to draw out the eventual conclusion. It's that
good.”—Ashley EnglishAbout the AuthorJENNA WOGINRICH is a thirty-something
homesteader and the author of Barnheart, Chick Days, Made from Scratch, and Days of Grace.
A Pennsylvania native, she has made her home in the mountains of Tennessee, in northern
Idaho, in rural Vermont, and most recently in upstate New York, where she lives with a flock of
Scottish Blackface sheep, a border collie-in-training, chickens and geese, a hive of bees, and
several amiable rabbits.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Excerpt from the
introduction: To become a farmer is to accept the worst sides of chance and laugh at them, and
to understand there is no difference between pleasure and pain. Feeling either is proof you are
still waltzing among the living.I love equally the early mornings that get me outdoors before the
sun crests the tree line and the early nights tucked in under heavy blankets with my kind dogs. I
am too tired and too grateful for their heat to kick them out of the covers. I rejoice in holding baby



chicks in my dirty hands and feeling their rapid-fire heartbeats under their baby down. I rejoice in
the black soil of spring, the sweat and humidity of summer, and even the downpours that wash
away three months of work.We all thrive together here at my homestead. Cold Antler Farm has
always been a one-woman operation--me--but that hasn't slowed down its growth. It has grown
from tending just a handful of chickens and a few rabbits into a full-time job. I raise dairy goats
and turn their milk into cheese and soap. I raise rabbits, pigs, and chickens for their meat. I keep
hens for eggs. There are expansive vegetable gardens and beehives, too. I use horses as
working animals to cart, haul, and plow. There are no tractors on this mountain farm, just a
strong brick house of a Scottish pony and my stubbornness. The farm runs entirely on animal
power, and usually I am the animal powering it.(I'm not against tractors, I simply can't afford one.
Even if I could I am certain it would topple over and crush me on my steep hillsides.)This is what
takes up my daylight, and keeps me up in the darkness. It's a lot of things to me, but mostly love.
I'm in a monogamous relationship with six-and-a-half acres cut into a mountain.Read more
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Ebook Library Reader, “Lovely book ♥️. Would much rather have an old version but this one is
okay. The price is right for what you get but is be will to pay a lot more for an older version. I’m
using this book for journal pages in my journals. It works”

Nite Owl Crafter, “I love this book!. I purchased this book for my junk journals. It's such a lovely
book that I ordered a second one for my personal library. I also ordered the coloring book to go
with it.one for myself and one to use!”

June M. Hall, “Exactly what I wanted!. I'm framing the "June" pages for my office and I love the
art work as it fits my decor!  I may decoupage some onto other things just to tie it all in.”

mindy collier, “absolutely gorgeous book!. i love that it’s a copy of the 1906 edition of Edith
Holden’s book, right down to the handwritten wording. this isn’t typeset. a perfect gift for anyone
who loves gardening.i personally bought it to use the pages as supplies for making ephemera.
i’m in love, and have decided to kill two birds with one stone, and make myself an altered book,
and using what’s left over for making ephemera”

June M. Hall, “Exactly what I wanted!. I bought this to frame some of the pages for my office.
Love her artwork!!”

GmaTllamas, “Exactly what I was looking for. This book is just what I was looking for to
accompany my 1985 Noritake wedding China. Seller shipped quickly & it arrived in time”

Mama Of 4 & Nonna To 2  , “Purchased new book, however spine damaged!. Okay, I've always
loved this book. I purchased it brand new except.... As you can see in the 2nd photo, it's NOT
NEW! There is damage to the spine towards the bottom. Extremely upset, as I did purchase a
NEW BOOK! I've purchased used books in better exterior condition than this. However the
pages as I can tell so far are good! I will update my review, if need be, in regards to any missing
pages etc. It arrived only in a regular box and not a book box.”

dd, “Used book good condition. I liked the fact that it looks just like the old library book that I had
rented.  It seems to be old and pre-owned and in good condition.  I am happy with purchase.”

CountryGirl, “This book just improves with age..... I bought this book back in the '70s when it was
highly popular, but somehow lost my copy, so when I saw a hardback copy for just one penny I
had to have it! It was of course used, but in very good condition, just slight discolouration to the
edges of the pages, but for me that just added to its vintage charm. There were two dents in the
top edges of the hard cover, caused I think by the postman shoving it through the letterbox. That



could have been avoided if it had been sent in a cardboard book box rather than a plastic bag,
but since the book was purely for my own enjoyment it doesn't matter too much. I shall enjoy
reading it again and studying the illustrations - especially as I also have the adult colouring
book.  A highly recommended book.”

Al, “what a great book. very good and very interesting. The layout is in sections of months of the
year 1906 it goes in to detail of the wildlife and scientific manes are used as well as common
names. There is some great poems in the book. On the back there is a small bit of information on
the book about Edith Holden (the Edwardian Lady) witch was mainly focused on two parts of
her life, the Diary and her death but is only done on the back cover short. each month has a
description of were the word comes from. I have not read all this book yet but I am really enjoying
it. this book would be found interesting to anybody who is interested in the Natural history or the
Edwardian period.”

vicky skelton, “I'd recommend. My book arrived and its in great condition exactly as described.
It's a fantastic book and much loved I'm delighted with it. You really wouldn't know it was 2nd
hand except for the lovely inscription inside the book from when it was first gifted. Which for me
is lovely as it tells the books journey.”

Insight, “Great book but quality didn't meet sellers description.. I actually bought it as a gift. It's
difficult to buy now, so I was pleased to find one here. However, when it arrived, the cover was in
different shades of colour loss - looks like parts were faded by the sun.Was disappointed as
because of this won't be able to gift it, however will be keeping it anyway. It's a beautiful book and
replaces one my father gave me 25 years ago that has been lost. So for this reason I'm giving
five stars anyway.”

The book by Edith Holden has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,467 people have provided feedback.
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